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“Not good!”

Mark was shocked, his figure was like a sword, and he suddenly rushed out.

Then she rushed in front of Yue Yao with a force of lightning speed. With a wave of his
sleeves, the majestic vitality suddenly shot out, and the power of thunder shattered in an
instant.

Afterwards, Mark grabbed Yue Yao’s waist, jumped, and directly led her out of this
thunderous and violent place.

“You dead girl, why don’t you just stay in Xijiang, what are you running around?”

“If it wasn’t me just now, your girl would be annihilated!” After

reaching the safety zone, Mark quickly put down Yue Yao , Suddenly blamed with
displeasure.

“What are you doing so fierce? I don’t know how dangerous there is.” After Mark was
fierce, Yue Yao lowered her head and whispered.

In that way, it was like a little girl who was bullied.

Just in front of Mark, this world-famous medical immortal beauty would show such a
delicate side.

“Let’s talk about it, what are you looking for?” Seeing Yue Yao’s pitiful look, Mark, no
matter how angry he was, he soon disappeared.

Just still stern, asked Xiang Yueyao.

Hearing Mark’s question, Yue Yao remembered her intention here, and quickly said,
“Mark, something has happened.”

“Your wife Helen Qiu, who lives in Wrilfill, was kidnapped.”



“Also said. , Within three days, if you don’t see you, let someone collect the body from
Helen Qiu .”

Boom~

Yueyao’s expression just fell, and Mark’s expression suddenly became cold.

The majestic murderous intent was released instantly like a violent wind.

The sand and stones are running, and the fallen leaves are all over the sky.

The temperature here also dropped to the extreme.

In just a moment, the world here is raging with murderous intent!

As the saying goes, dragons have scales, and they get angry when they touch it.

And Helen Qiu was the untouchable scale in Mark’s heart.

Those who touch it, die!

——————

——————

Wrilfill, it is already night.

After all, the rain fell.

The dark night is deep and heavy rain is all over the sky.

The big raindrops splashed endless ripples on the Trivan Lake.

On the lake, bamboo boats swayed.

Helen Qiu above the boat was unobstructed, and her clothes had already been wet by
the rain. A pair of delicate bodies, trembling slightly in the breeze.

Meng Wanyu on the side seemed to have noticed Helen Qiu’s situation.

Dollar Li quietly released it, and within a few meters of his side, he propped up an
energy mask and wrapped Helen Qiu in it. All the rain that fell on the Yuanli mask would
be instantly vaporized.

The drenched water vapor enveloped, but it was ethereal like an immortal.

“Thank you~”



Helen Qiu looked at Meng Wanyu’s direction and said softly.

“Don’t say thank you.”

“It’s me, I should say sorry to you.”

“I don’t intend to involve you, but I have to see Mark.”

“You can only make the best move and lead him out.”

Meng Wanyu replied coldly.

“Then if he doesn’t come, wouldn’t you be in vain?” Helen Qiu asked.

Meng Wanyu shook his head: “It’s not a vain

job .” “If he doesn’t come, he will just let me, you, and An Qi, to see clearly what Mark is
like.”

“Even my own woman .” Ignore them, this kind of man is not worthy of being attached.”

“After knowing his nature, my stupid sister, I guess she will give up.”

“The heart knot is untied, and she is naturally willing to start. New life.”

Meng Wanyu said coldly.

However, Helen Qiu gradually lowered her head, feeling unspeakable sadness and
sorrow in her heart.

Out of reason, Helen Qiu naturally did not want Mark to attend the appointment.

But, Yu Kanshen, there is a woman who doesn’t want to be in the deep danger of herself,
the person she likes, can run to rescue herself desperately.

Therefore, Helen Qiu at this time can be said to be in a complicated mood.

She was afraid that Mark would come, and she was afraid that Mark would not come.
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She was afraid that Mark would be hurt, and she was afraid that Mark no longer cared
about herself.

Perhaps this is how life is.



Whether poor or rich. Regardless of disease or health, you will always be in endless
entanglement, looking for the value of your own existence.

In the past, when Mark was the son-in-law of the Qiu family, what Helen Qiu worried
about was nothing more than money and the future.

Now, all the things she couldn’t achieve in her dreams are already in her hands.

But how happy is she?

not at all.

Just because Mark didn’t give her the company and guard she wanted.

At each stage, there are contradictions and troubles at each stage.

The rich are not happy.

Ordinary people are by no means all sorrows.

Only those who are content can have fun.

Just like Helen Qiu nowadays, even if he has tens of millions of fortune. But what she
wanted more was Mark’s care and love.

But how can career and love have both?

In the past, Mark put almost all of his time and energy on Helen Qiu, but as a result,
several people cherished it.

Now Comet Mark has risen and is in charge of Noirfork power.

He gave Helen Qiu glory and wealth, and he was destined to not be able to give her the
company and care she wanted.

A lot of truths will really only be understood after experience.

If time can reopen, Helen Qiu would rather Mark remain the little son-in-law of the Qiu
family.

Maybe ordinary, maybe unobtrusive.

But after experiencing thousands of waves, Helen Qiu only realized that plainness is the
greatest happiness.

Several times, Helen Qiu persuaded Mark to let go of the current prosperity and live with
her back to the days before.



But to say so, in fact, Helen Qiu knew it herself.

How easy is it to retreat from the rapids?

In some positions, once you are seated, you can’t go down there anymore.

As the saying goes, the tree wants to be quiet but the wind keeps going.

The once stable and plain life can never go back.

The boy who was full of her eyes was destined to never be there again.

Unconsciously, tears have already fallen.

Helen Qiu didn’t know why she cried.

Perhaps it is because of regret.

Regret that Mark was so impatient with him when he was ordinary.

Regret for not cherishing them in their most stable and peaceful years.

I regret that I was so eager to get ahead.

If it weren’t for her, Mark would not have founded the Mufan Group, let alone become Mr.
Jiang Dongchu.

Then their peaceful and stable life will not be broken again and again like this.

“What?”

“It looks like, you don’t think he will come.”

Seeing Helen Qiu’s tearful face, Meng Wanyu suddenly smiled.

The laughter was a bit of sarcasm and coldness.

“The most unfeeling man’s heart.”

“The coolest thing in this world is the heart of a man.”

“I have seen too many people who are

heartbroken .” “You have been with him for ten years, the day of the title of the gold list,
but the one who nestled in her arms was Another woman.”



“Sometimes, I really don’t understand. There are countless lessons from history and
reality, but you stupid women still fly moths to the fire, and take your heart and lungs at
them?”

“Are they worthy?”

” Angel yes, you are! ” “

also cry? ” “

you cry to whom? ” “

cry to the group of Fuxin Han to see it? ” “

Rest assured, they saw is, there will not be any guilt and A sense of guilt will make them
look down on you and feel that you cannot do without them.”

“You treat him sincerely, but his heart is as hard as iron.”

Meng Wanyu didn’t know where the anger came from, and his words were like a
sword. , Every sentence is heart-stirring, every word is piercing.

These words of Meng Wanyu undoubtedly made Helen Qiu more uncomfortable, and
her heart was like a knife.

“Shut up, I don’t allow you to say that to him~”

“Mark is not this kind of person.”
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